Experience Personal Surround Sound During Your Next Workout with
LG TONE Active+™
Water and Sweat Resistant Headset Gives Two Ways to Listen and Stays Put While You
Stay Active
ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS N.J., Aug. 25, 2016 — You can now add personal surround
sound to your next workout with the new LG TONE Active+™, available now at AT&T
and compatible with Android smartphones like the LG G5™ and with iOS.

Not only does the LG TONE Active+ headset come with built-in external stereo speakers
that amps up the bass in your playlist, this sleek Bluetooth® headset is designed to stay put
during your workout to ensure you don’t miss a beat, whether lifting weights in a sweat
induced session or running the last mile of a 5K in the rain. With easy to reach buttons on
each side of the headset, you can easily turn up the volume on your workout and rewind or
fast forward your music without fumbling with your phone.
“Your workout doesn’t stop, so why should your music have to?” said Bruce Tripido, LG
Senior Director, U.S. Accessories. “The external speakers on the new LG TONE
Active+ wireless Bluetooth headset gives fitness enthusiasts peak sound performance with
robust bass, crisp treble, and more defined vocals, making it easy and fun to power through
their playlist and their workout.”
For those workouts where personal surround sound isn’t needed, the LG TONE Active+
also comes with retractable earbuds, interchangeable stabilizer tips, and multiple ear gel
sizes which means you’ll always have a great fit. With a simple toggle button, you can
switch between speaker mode and earbud mode, and if you have to take a break from your
playlist to take a call during your workout, the LG TONE Active+ comes with dual MEMS
microphones for clear voice calls.
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Data charges may apply for downloading and using apps and sync feature.

The LG TONE Active+ is designed to keep up with the longest and toughest workouts.
Whether you use the retractable earbuds or the external stereo speakers you can enjoy
listening to music, even Hi-Fi sound, for up to half a day or up to six hours in speaker mode.
You even get up to 13 hours of talk time. Plus, it only takes two hours to charge the LG
TONE Active+.

For even the toughest of workouts, the LG TONE Active+ defends against sweat and
splashing through its durable design. Plus, with built-in fitness monitoring features, you can
keep track of calories burned, monitor your steps and distance, and record your recent
workouts by syncing with apps like LG Health for Android™ and LG Tone & Health™ for
iOS1.

Available at AT&T for $179.00, the LG TONE Active+ comes in black, blue and silver,
which are sure to compliment any workout or athleisure outfit.

To learn more about your next workout partner, visit here.

Specifications
Bluetooth Specification: version 4.2
Supported Bluetooth Profiles: Advanced Audio Distribution (A2DP), Audio/Video Remote
Control (AVRCP), Hands-Free (HPP), Headset (HSP)
Operating Range: 33ft
Talk Time: up to 13 hours (Speaker Mode: up to 9.5 hours)
Music Play Time: up to 12 hours (Speaker Mode: up to 6 hours)
Standby Time: up to 17.9 days
Charging Time: less than 2 hours
Dimensions: 5.7” (W) 5.8” (H) 0.7 (D)
Water resistant IPx4
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Weight: 2.1 oz.
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